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thickness have been considered to illustrate the applicability of these results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] sufficient conditions forthe xistence anduniqueness of solutions 
of the Dirichlet problem of fourth order elliptic partial differential 
equations with variable coefficients n weak form, which, in the case of 
bending problems ofelastic anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic late  with 
variable/constant thickness, corresponds to the clamped boundary con- 
ditions along the dge of the plate, are given. But these results of [2] can 
not be directly extended toother types of boundary conditions which are of 
great practical interest andimportance. H nce, it is suggested that one 
proves the existence anduniqueness of olutions f these fourth order 
elliptic equations with variable coefficients n weak form for boundary 
conditions ther than those of the Dirichlet problem in [2]. This paper 
contains new interesting results in this direction which are asily applicable. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let 52 be a bounded open subset of R2 with boundary r which is 
assumed to be “sufficiently” smoothsuch that Q =Qu I-. Let W’(Q) be 
the usual Sobolev space [1, 31 of integral order m 2 0 equipped with 
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inner product ( ., .)m.R, norm 11. jIm,n, and semi-norm 1.Im,R such that 
HO(G) =L2(Q), 
H#2)=(u:uEH’(Q),you=ul,=O}, (2.1) 
Hi(O)= i u:uEH2(SZ),you=u~r=0,~,u= fi (Jr =o), (2.2) 
where yk: H”(R) -+ H” ~ k ~ l”(f) are trace operators, k = 0, m - 1; m = 1, 
2; H3”(T), H”‘(r) being the fractional rder Sobolev spaces onr [ 1, 31. 
In addition tothese spaces, the following closed subspaces of H”(Q), 
m = 1, 2, will be required: Fornonempty open subsets r,, r, c r with 
meas(r,)#O (i=O, 1) 
H$~;I-,)={~:~EH’(Q),~J,,=~}, (2.3) 
H;(Q; I-,, I-,)= {u: UE H2(f2), uIro =O, (du/dn)lr, =O}, (2.4) 
H2(f2)n H&Cl; r,)= {u: ueH2(Q), ulro =O}. (2.5) 
In particular, fo  
I-, = r, H;(Q; I-) = H;(Q), H2(Q) n H;(Q; I-) = H’(R) n H;(Q); 
for 
r0=r,, H;(Q; ro, r,,) = f@Q; ro); 
and for 
I-, =I-, =r, H;(l2; I-, r) = H@i’). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
D’(Q) is the space of Schwartz distributions on D(Q), D(Q) being the 
space of test functions [4,11. 
Remark (2.1 ).The closed subspaces H2(1;2; r,, I-,), H’(Q) n HA(Q; ro) 
(resp. Hh(Q; r,)) equipped with the subspace topology induced byH’(Q) 
(resp. H’(Q)) are Hilbert spaces with the following clusions: 
Hi(Q) c Hi(Q; r,, r,) c H2(Q) n HA(!S; r,) c H’(Q); (2.9) 
H;(Q) c H;(SZ; r,) c H’(Q). (2.10) 
3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMSOF FOURTH ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
We consider the fourth order elliptic equations with variable co fficients 
L-21 
h=f in Q, (3.1) 
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where f~ L’(Q) is the given function, u = u(x,, x2) is the unknown 
function, 
(Au)(x) = &, (a&g) (X) 
= (aqk,u.v),k, tx) (3.2) 
(in (3.2) and also in the sequel, the Einstein summation convention has 
been followed), and the coefficients aQkI satisfy thefollowing conditions: 
Vi,j,k,l=l, 2
(A2) a~k,(~~)=ak,rj(.~)=a(kii(.Y)=a,kjr(x) t/.xEQ, 
(A3) 3a,>O such that Vg=(Cl,, 4 ?, t2,. rz2) with 5,r=421 
Remark (3.1). Condition (A2) could have been replaced by a less 
restrictive ondition Vi, j, k, 1= 1, 2, 
arlkl = akl+ (3.3) 
since, ifor example aiik, # a,ik( oraiik, # arllk for some i, j, k, 1= 1, 2, we can 
always define w coefficients GVk, forwhich (A2) holds; i.e., Vi  j, k, 1= 1, 2, 
ai,k, = tatikl + aiik/ + a,i/k + avN,)/4 (3.4) 
such that 
ti,,(.u) = &,,j(.~) = tij,&) = i&,,&) v.x E0, (3.5) 
and 
tAu)bx) = (allklU.ti),kl teu) 
= ta~klu.ij),kl tx) VXEQ. (3.6) 
Remark (3.2). For some sufficient conditions for(A3) to hold under an 
additional assumption that a&, 20 Vi, j, k, l= 1, 2, see [2]. 
Boundary conditions. Let {T,}!=, denote open subsets ofr, on which 
boundary conditions i volving derivatives of u with ighest order i = 0, 1, 
2, 3 are prescribed, suchthat 
where the condition I-, #q+ indicates that the boundary condition 
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corresponding to i = 0 is always prescribed on r,,. But in (3.7) itis possible 
to have rj = 4 for some j= 1, 2, 3 indicating that boundary conditions 
involving derivatives of u having order ‘7” are absent. 
In order to fix our ideas, we consider the following types of 
homogeneous boundary conditions  r,,, r,, f *, and f3, some or all of 
which umust satisfy, 
(i)ul,,=O; (ii)(&/&r)l,,=O; (iii)M,I,=O; (iv)K,I,,=O, (3.8) 
where T,, r,, Tz, rX satisfy condition (3.7), 
ah4 
M, =$rlnjn,; K, = at >+ Q, with M,, = IC/qnitj, Q, = ($o),, nj; 
(3.9) 
$0 = avk/u,kl? 1 <i, j<2,1(/, =*,!; 
n=(n,,n,) is the exterior unit vector normal to r, t=(t,, tz)=(n,, -nt) 
is the unit vector tangent toP, n, t are defined a.e. on r. 
Remark (3.3). In bending problems ofelastic anisotropic/orthotropic/ 
isotropic lates, theNeumann (natural) boundary conditions (iii) and (iv) 
in (3.8) denote the normal bending moment M, at the boundary Tz and 
the Kirchhoff transverse force K,, at the boundary rX respectively. 
Green’s formula. First of all we will derive Green’s formula for suf- 
ficiently smooth Y= ($,-) with $li =aVk,u,,,. Forthis we define the spaces 
D(R’)= (4: ~~EC~(IR~), suppd is a compact subset ofR2}; 
D(a)= (u: u=q51n with LED); 
D(D)= {@: @= (dii)lSr,jS2 with dli =qS,i ED(~)}. (3.10) 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let r be a sufficiently smooth boundary, i.e., 
$,,: s E [0, L) c [w H $,&s) = x E Tc [w2 is a sufficiently smooth mapping 
with Q,,(O) = x,, EI’, “s” being the arc length of the oriented curve r 
measured from the point x0 E r, whose total length is L. (3.11) 
Then, VY = (tjii) E D(Q), Vu E H2(sZ), the following Green’s formula holds, 
= j” K,(Y)I;ds-j” M,(!P);ds, (3.12) 
I- f 
where K,( !R) and M,(Y) are defined b-y (3.9), ul,- = y,v E H3j2(r) c Co(r). 
at+% Ir= y1 uE H1/2(r) c F(r). 
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Proof. V Y = (II/ ji) ED(d), t/o EH2(Q), the usual Green’s formula has 
the form: 
= fr (Il/,,tnj)V ds--J: ($,V.inj) ds. (3.13)
Since r is sufficiently smooth, &/ax, =(&/&)ni + (&/&)t, (i= 1,2) 
$z, +f$)n,ds 
*Jr ($,.,nj)u ds- fr$p.,ni ds 
= &W’)+Q,(W M,(Y) $ ds, 
since for sufficiently smooth I-, 
s r- CMn,(Wol ds= CM~,(YY)~I($,,(S))I:=~L =a (3.15) 
Now, result (3.12) follows from (3.13), (3.14), and(3.9). 
Remark (3.4). When A is the thin elastic plate bending operator and 
v E H2(S2) is a variationally admissible displacement field, theline integrals 
in (3.12) denote (virtual) work done by the Kirchhoff force K,(Y) and 
the normal bending moment M,(Y) at the boundary r. Then, physical 
considerations of thin plate bending theory rule out the possibility of a 
simultaneous pre cription of thehomogeneous e sential boundary condition 
UI r. = 0 (resp. &4/&t I r, =0) and the homogeneous natural boundary con- 
dition K,( Y)l r0 = 0 (resp. M,( Y)) r, = 0) on the same subset r,, (resp. r,)
of r. Hence, both v(which must satisfy allessential boundary conditions) 
and K,(Y) (resp. both &/an and M,(Y)) with YE D(a) cannot vanish 
simultaneously on any part of I’, and this uggests hat one write 
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JrK,,(Y)uds with r=rO vi=,, r. n r3 = qb (resp. jrM,( Y)(&/&z) ds
with r=i=,uf‘,, r nr,=cj). Now, vl,,=O with f,#4, K,,(Y)(,=O 
with r,, nr3 = 4, r,, ur, = r (resp. &j/&z ,-, = 0, M,( YJ)lrz = 0 with 
rl n f, = 4, i=, urz = r) will imply that Jr K,,( Y)u ds = 0 (resp. 
Jr M,( Y)(do/&z) ds= 0). These physical considerations have motivated the 
introduction of the homogeneous boundary conditions (3.8) inorder to 
bring a large class of boundary value problems ofpractical interest and
importance under ageneral treatment. 
Remark (3.5). If $.,, : [0, L) c Iw -+ r defined in(3.11) isof C ‘-class 
piecewise, i.e., 3 a finite number of points 0 <s, <s? < ... <s, <L on 
[0, L) such that (d/ds) $,, has finite jump discontinuities at sk, 1 <k < n, 
then VYE D(Q), VOE H’(Q), (3.15) will not hold and we have 
s .; CM,,( Yu)ol ds
= - ,c, CJ(Mtzt)($.~,(si)) 0(4.r~(si))lt (3.16) 
where J(~n,)(&,(s,)) =jumpof M,,(y) at 4.q(si) = M,,( WCO,,h+ )I - 
M,,( WCQ,,(s,- )I,u(hqj(si)) = u(4!x,(s;f )), 1< i< 6 since H*(Q) cCO(Q). 
Then Green’s formula h s the following form: VY E D(D), Vu E H*(Q), 
+ (3.17) 
But if u(+,,(si)) = 0, 1< i < n (see Example (7.6)), then the expression n 
the curly brackets in (3.17) vanishes and Green’s formula (3.17) reduces to
(3.12). 
For UE H2(Q), M,(Y)],- and K,(Y)I, with Y= ($V), eii =aijk,u.k,, are 
not defined in general, ndGreen’s formula (3.12) loses its meaning. Hence, 
we consider the space H*(,4, a)with A defined by(3.2), 
W(A, i-2) = {u: 0E H*(Q), Au E L*(Q)} (3.18) 
equipped with the graph norm 11. II2,A,R and innerproduct ( ., )2.n,n 
II4:,n,n = lI~ll:n + Il~aL2; 
(4 u> Z,/l,R = <UT u>*., + (h Au),,,1 
which is a Hilbert space with the continuous imbedding 
H2(,4, .Q)G H*(Q). Now, we will extend Green’s formula (3.12) to 
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functions u E H2(A, 52) and u E H2(Q), for which acomplete proof is essen- 
tial and given here. For the outline ofthe proof we refer the reader to[3], 
in which adetailed proof or the case of the Laplace operator A has been 
given. Introduce th space 
L”(Q)= (@I @=(di/)l<i,,i<2 
with d;, =4,; EL’(Q); dg,i, E L’(Q)) 
equipped with the norm /I/. )(lO,D andinner produce [.,.Bo.n: 
Ill @II/ ;.n = ll@l&2 + lldij,~ll~,n 
(3.19) 
which is also aHilbert space. 
For fixed Y=($i/)~IL2(G?), define T,: H3’2(f)~Y1’2(f)+lR by
T,(X) =s Ic/ii.,,dx) dQ - s $&4~)),~ dQ 
n R (3.20) 
where o: H312(f) x H 1’2(f) -+H2(Q) is a linear, continuous operator 
defined by
~:x=(x,,J~)EH~‘~(~)xH’~~(~)Ho(x)EH~(Q) with 
;‘oO(X)=oolr=Yo,Ylm(X)=~wol~=XI. (3.21) 
ll&!)ll 2.R G c lIXIlH”qr)XHqr, 
= C( Ilxo I/&-, + 11x1 lI?P(i-)P2? (3.22) 
w(x) EH2(12) satisfying (3.21) (3.22) isnot unique. 
LEMMA (3.1). (i) T,(X) in (3.20) does not depend on the choice of 
O(X)E H2(.Q) satisfying (3.21), (3.22). 
409 136 2.18 
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(ii) T, is a linear, continuous f nctional on H3j2(I’) x H’/‘(f) with 
It T, 11 H “‘(I-)X H -‘:2(r) G c /I/ Ylll oql2) (C>O) (3.23) 
and, consequently, canbe written as follows: Vx= (x0, x,) E H3j2(r) x
H”‘(r), 
T&l = t-k hlH-3/2(r,. ~qn 
- hf. XIlH-1,2(f-)xH1rZ(~, with gE H-‘/‘(T), hE Hem3”(f-). 
(3.24) 
(iii) Y = (tiii) 6 ED(D) * 
Kn(!P))Ir=h~H-3’2(ZJ, (3.25) 
M,,(!P)I,=~EH-“~(T). (3.26) 
Proof: (i) Suppose 3w1, w2~H2(W) such that yOw’=xO, ylw’=x, 
(i= 1,2). Set W’ = (w,‘~), W2= (w!~). We are to show that Tyl(x)= 
0th W’h3.R - < ul, ch2 (i= 1, 2) or equivalently hat ($rl,rj, 
w’ - w’)~,~ = ((Y, W’ - W2)),,n. But 
yo(w’ -w’) = yl(w’ - 0’) = 0 =+ (w’ - 0’) E H;(Q) 
==- (&jT ~1-w2h,R = <y, w’- W’)),,,. 
(ii) The linearity of T, is obvious from (3.20), and its continuity 
follows from: Vx = (x0, x,) EH3’2(f-) x H”‘(T), satisfying (3.21), (3.22), 
ITY(x)I d I$,ijII IIw(x)IIo,Q + /IYIIo.Q II((w(x)).~)IIo.Q 
6 (II w,n + II&y,, /I;.a)“2 
x w(x)ll;.a + Il(cw(X)),~)ll~.n)“2 
d Ill ‘ylll,,, Il~(X)ll2,n 
6 (c iI/ yllh.a) iiid H3/2(r)~ HI%-) (by (3.22)) 
a T, E H p3’2(r) x H-“‘(r) with 
II T, II H “(r)XH-‘,qr)GC III~III,,, Vfixed YE I’(Q). 
(iii) Let Y = ($,) EIEJ(B) c k’(O). Then Vx = (x0, xl) EH3j2(r) x
H”‘(r) satisfying (3.21), (3.22), we have from (3.20) and (3.12) 
T&X) = s, $wp(x) dQ -I, tiij(wW)., dQ 
= j KAY’) Y,(w(x)) ds-j M,(Y)IJ,(w(x)) ds I- I- 
= j KP’)xod~-j M,(y’)x1ds (by(3.21)). (3.27) 
I- I- 
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Then, the results (3.25), (3.26) follow from a comparison f(3.27) 
and (3.24). Now, (3.25), (3.26) allow us to define an operator 
6: D(a) --f H -3’2(f) x H -“‘(Z’) by
VYE D(Q), 6Y= T, E H -3’2(Z-) x H-“‘(T) (3.28) 
such that 
CW xl = CT,, xl = CK,(‘J”> xoI~-qr~x~-‘w~ 
- CM,(Y), XIlH-qr)XH~‘,r) (3.29) 
V’x=(x x )~H~“(r)xH”*(f). 09 1 
PROPOSITION (3.2). (i) 6defined by(3.28), (3.29) islinear nd continuous 
on D(a) in the norm of FL*(Q) with 
ll~ylI~~3~,r,.H~12~r, = l/T,/I~~3~~~,.H~12,r, 
d c III ‘vlllo,, VY E D(8). (3.30) 
(ii) Green’s formula (3.12) can be rewritten us follows: VY’E ID(Q), 
Vu E H*(Q), 
($l,.,? u>o.n - Gm,), (u.li)>>o,o 
= [Sul, (Yo”, ?/I V I 
= CK(W, Yo~lH-~~mxHw~ 
- CM,(Y), Y*ulH~1’2,Y,,Hi’.2~r,. (3.31) 
THEOREM (3.1). Let r be safficiemly smooth (3.11). 
(i) D(o) is dense in b*(Q). 
(ii) The linear, continuous operuror 6:D(o) -+ H -3’2(f) x H -‘l’(r) 
defined by (3.28), (3.29) can be given a unique continuous extension toa 
linear, continuous operator, still denoted by the same symbol 6, from [L’(Q) 
to H-3’2(l-)~ H-“*(P) such that VYE[L*(Q), Vx=(xo, xJEH~‘*(~)x 
H 1’2( Z-), 
[SC xl = CUW ~olw3~~.,3~,r, - CM,(W, ~,IH~qrj.mi-) (3.32) 
and the following Green’s formula holds: VY E IL*(Q), Vu E H*(O) 
($ij,!j? u>o,* - <(ll/ij)? (u.ly)))o,n 
= [KAY’), XOlH-3,2(r,xH3qr) - CM,(YV), X11H-“‘(r,xH”2,r,. (3.33) 
Proof Assume for the moment hat (i) holds. Then (ii) follows from (i), 
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i.e., the density ofD(Q) in k’(Q), which will be proved now, gives (3.32) 
and (3.33). 
(i) Let I be a continuous linear functional on IL’(Q). Then, by the 
Riesz representation theorem, 3 a unique Y= (GV)e L2(Q) such that 
V’Q, E i12(f2), 
l(Q) = [rr @no., 
= ((Y @>o,n + (43 4i,.i,>OJ? with q = tiiiti. (3.34) 
From the Hahn-Banach t eorem, the density result will follow, if we can 
prove that I(@) =0 V@ E D(Q) =S I= 0. Assume that 
!(@I= <($i/)t (di,)>O.* + (49 4ij,i/ >O.Q 
=o VCD EaD(i=2). (3.35) 
Then, I(@)=0 V@ED(Q)= (@: @=(4ii)lGi,jG2 withdii=dj,~D(Q)}c 
wfa * ct,=, w!p ~i/lD’(R)xD(R, + c4+ 4&w2,xD,n,) = OV@= 
(4v) E D(Q) j $i, + 4.0 =O in D’(Q), 16 i, j< 2 = q.ii = - $ii EL*(Q) Vi, 
j= 1, 2 *q E H’(Q). Now we will show that qE Hi(Q). For this we will 
first how that (a) 41,. =0 and then (b) aq/& I,- =O. 
(a) b’u~D(a) with u,,l,=O (i, j=l, 2), qeH’(Q), the usual 
Green’s formula gives: 
all/ii), (u.,)))o,n = - u4.1J, kij)>o,, 
= I grad 4’ Cgrad(u.,,)+grad(o,,,)l dQ R 
From (3.35), 4(u,,))= - <(q.o)3 (u.,)>~,~ + (4, (u.,).,)~,~ =O Vu~Nal 
with u,ylr =0 a Jrq(a/&)(du) s=O VUED@) with u,,~I,- =O=ql,- =O. 
(b) Choose @* = (4;) ED(D) with 4: = ($i., + 4,.i)/2, bi E D(0) 
(i= 1, 2). Then 
= - 
J 
div(q,, grad#,)dQ 
R 
- j div(q,2 grad 42) dQ 
D 
+ j Cq,l(@,) + q.2(42)1 dQ R 
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ah 84, q.1z+q.2z 4 sinceql,=O, > 
@.ij =; Wl)t& (442). 
1 2 
Then, from (3.35) with II/,, = -q,,i Vi,j= 1, 2, 1(@*)=0 
a4 
=4.1lr=O=q.2lr=- 
dn r 
= 0, i.e., q E Hi(Q). 
Let {q,,) be a sequence in D(Q) such that qn -+ q E Hi(Q) as n + co. Then, 
from which the density result follows, andthe theorem is proved. But 
UE H2(A, 52) * +bii = ailk,u,k, E L’(Q), 
*ij,ij= (agiU.k, ),q= AUE L2(Q) 
* Y = (Qq) EL2(Q) with 
$ii= agk/U,kl vi, j= 1, 2. 
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Now, we define a Neumann operator v:H’(A, Q) + H ~~312(r) x H -*“‘(I-) 
as follows, 
Vu E H’(A, Q) with ljz, = aijk[u,k[, 
vu=6Y’~H-3’2(r)~H--“2(r) (Y= (II/,) E L*(Q)) 
(3.36) 
such that 
cw xl = csc xl = CUW XolN-w-,.“w) 
- [IM,(~L XIIH-~~(~)~H~~~(~)~ 
where 6: k’(Q) + H m3’2(r) x H -‘l’(r) isdefined by(3.32), 
(3.37) 
&(y)l, = 
a 
z (aqklu.kln;t,) + (aDklU.kl),inJ II E H -3’2(l-), (3.38) r 
kf,( u/)1 r = (aqk,u.k,n;njh r E H - l”(r). (3.39) 
Now. we state he final result onGreen’s formula. 
THEOREM (3.2). Let I- be a sufficiently smooth boundary (3.11). The 
operator v: H*(A, 0) + H p3/2(r) x H -‘12(r) defined in (3.36)-(3.39) is 
linear, continuous on H’(A, Q), and consequently, Green’s formula has the 
following form: Vu E H2( A, Q), Vv E H’(Q), 
= [Kn(Y/), YOU]H-3,2,rjxff]2~rj - [M,( yu), YIVIH~~,Z,~,~H~I~(~), (3.40) 
where Y=(I)~~) with $li =aUk,u,,, (Vi, j= 1, 2), K,(Y)/, and M,(Y)/, are 
defined by(3.38) and (3.39) respectively, 
“rev = v( rE H3’2(r), 
a0 
Y*v=~ E H”‘(T). 
r 
Proof The linearity of v is obvious from (3.37)-(3.39). For its 
continuity, we have from (3.37): t/xEH312(r) x H”2(r), VUE H*(A, Q), 
ICW XII = ICW XII =ITv(x)l G cc lll~lllw2) 
. IIXII ffWr) x H*/zcr) (by Lemma (3.1)) 
with Y = (Ii/ii) E lL2(0), $i, =aiik,u.,, =S vu is continuous on H3’2(iJ x 
H ‘I’(r) with 
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But 
*; = (4/llU.I1 +2aijnu.12 +a&*2)2 
d w(~,ll)2 + (UT ,212 + b,2d21 
with some C, > 0 (by virtue of(Al)) 
Hence, lI~~lIH~~~l~~.H~~l~l~~ G c3 Ilull 2,A.R VU E H*(n, Q) z- v is continuous 
on H2(n, Sz). 
Finally, Green’s formula (3.40) follows from (3.33) and (3.37), since 
*i,.,, = Au. 
Now, we can define the boundary value problem (P) as follows: For
given f E L2(sZ), find usuch that 
A,u=finQ, and 
(P): (3.41) 
(i) UI r0 = 0, 
au 
(ii) - 
an r, 
=O; (iii)M,l, =O; (iv)K,I., =O
where r,, rr, f z, and rX satisfy conditions (3.7), and for some j= 1, 2, 3, 
I’, may be an empty set 4implying the absence ofthe corresponding boun- 
dary condition (see Examples (7.1), (7.2), (7.4)(7.6)), /i is defined in(3.2); 
M, and K,, are defined in(3.9). 
4. THE GALERKIN VARIATIONAL PROBLEM (Po) 
Let V be a closed subspace offunctions f H’(O) which satisfy only the 
essential (Dirichlet) boundary conditions f type (i) and also f type (ii), 
whenever meas (r,) #0, in (3.41) such that 
H;(Q) c vc H2(S2). (4.1) 
Then, Vequipped with the subspace topology induced byH2(Q), i.e., 
II4 P’= lI42.0? (4 M’)r = (v, w>z.n vu, WE v, (4.2) 
is a Hilbert space. 
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Furthermore, w  make the following important assumption the 
space V: 
(A4) VnP,(@= (01, 
where P,(D) is the linear space of restrictions o a of all polynomials of 
degree d 1 in the variables X, and .Y?. 
Remark (4.1). This assumption (A4) is not restrictive and will hold for 
a large class of boundary value problems of practical importance (see 
Examples (7.1 )-( 7.7)). 
To the boundary value problem (P) in (3.41), we associate th Galerkin 
variational problem (Po) defined by: For given fe L2(Q), find uE V such 
that 
(Po): a(u, ?I) = l(u) VVE v, (4.3 1 
where the symmetric, bilinear fo m a( ., .): V x V + R and the linear form 
I( .): V + Iw are given by 
a(u, u) = s aqklu,qv.kl dQ vu, v E v, (4.4) Q 
l(o,=/ jivdL2 VVE v; (4.5) 
a 
aiik, = a+(x) satisfy conditions (Al)-(A3). 
Remark (4.2). Formula (4.3) follows from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.40), 
(3.41). 
5. NORM EQUIVALENCE IN V 
THEOREM (5.1). Suppose that assumption (A4) holds. Then, the mapping 
v E v+ l42,R (5.1) 
defines a norm equivalent to he original norm (4.2) in V; i.e., 3/l,, fi2 > 0 
such that 
PI llvll 2,RG bI2.R d B2 ll~ll2.n VUE v. (5.2) 
Proof: The right-hand side inequality n (5.2) follows from the 
definition of the norm in H’(Q) with fi2 = 1. Now, we shall establish the
left-hand si e inequality in (5.2); i.e., 
3/?, >O such that j?, (IvI/~,~ d Iu(~,~ Vve V. (5.3) 
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Suppose that (5.3) does not hold; i.e., V’E >0 XE V such that IG\2,a < 
& IIV z2.R 
Id2 R =~~<se=>(o(,.,<s with u=~?//IICIJ~,~, Il~ll .~=l. 
II4 2.R 
Thus, 3a sequence (cm’,;=, in V such that 
ll~mll - 1 2.R and Iu,A~,~ < l/m VmeN. (5.4) 
Hence, {u~J;=~ is a bounded sequence inH’(Q). 
Again, since H’(Q) GH’(Q), the injection G being acompact operator 
by Kondraschev’s theorem [ 1, 31, from this equence {um}~=, in H’(O), 
we can extract a convergent subsequence {u,~};= 1 in H’(Q); i.e., 
3u~H’(52) such that 
lim I/u -u,,(I l.D =O* Umk -+ u 
k + x 
in L’(Q) and 
a au (5.5) 
r;Ilvmk +a-yi in L2(Q) ask -+ co, i= 1,2. 
From (5.4) 
lUm,l2.R -0 as k-+sc=t-D’v,,+O in L’(Q) as k + co (5.6) 
Vsr =(a,, CY.~) with JLX( = c(~ +CL~ =2. 
But D” is continuous n D’(Q) and u,, -+ u in Li(Q) c D’(Q) as k + cc 
=c- D’v,,,~ --$D’tl in D’(Q)ask+ocl,Va=(cl,,a~)withI~1(=2 
-D”u=O in D’(Q) Va = (a,, a2) with Ihl =2 (by (5.6)) 
-D”u=OEL~(SZ) Vcr=(cr,,cl,)withlal=2 
*v E H2(Q) with D”u=OVa=(a,,a,)with lcrl=2. 
so, ll~--m&, =l~--mklZ,n + lb--n&.= l%i&,R + lI~--u,J:,, -,o 
as k -+ cc, by (5.4) and (5.5), 
Since 
=-Vrnk +v in H’(Q) ask + cc 
3 u E V since V is aclosed subspace ofH’(Q), 
and II~l12.R = imx II~,kI12.R =  (from (5.4)). 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
D”v=O in B Vu= (ml, tlz) with Jc(J =2, v~P,(fi) [43. (5.9) 
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Thus, from (5.7), (5.9), UEVnP,(~)=>u=O by (A4)* IJu~/~.~ =0 which 
contradicts (5.8). Hence, our supposition that (5.3) does not hold is wrong 
and the result follows. 
The norm equivalence in (5.1) (5.2) is based on the assumption that 
(A4) holds. Now, we will show that in many situations the assumption 
(A4) will hold. 
h0P0sIT10N (5.1). Let {ai}:=, be any three noncollinear points onr 
and let V, be defined bv
V, = {u: uE H*(Q), u(a,) = 0, 1 d i < 3). (5.10) 
Then. 
VV defined in(4.1), (4.2) with VC VO, (5.11) 
assumption (A4) holds. 
Remark (5.1). The definition of V0in (5.10) ismeaningful by virtue of
the imbedding H*(Q) 4 Co(Q) [ 1,3]. 
Proof Let UE Vn P,(a). Then, u(x,, x2) =b, + b,x, +b,x, with b,, 
b,, bz E R, (x,, x2) EQ. But VC V, =S u(a,) = 0 with noncollinear ai E , 
i= 1,2, 3ou=O in VnP,(Q)* VnP,(Q)= (0). 
COROLLARY (5.1). Suppose that Vr H*(Q) n H;(Q) satisfying (4.1), 
(4.2). Then, assumption (A4) holds. 
PROPOSITION (5.2). Let V= Hi(Q; I-,, rl ) defined in(2.4) with meas 
(To n r, ) # 0. Then assumption (A4) holds. 
Proof: Let UE Vn P,(Q). Then, u(x,, x2)=bo +b,x, + b2x2 with b,, 
b,, b2 ER. From (2.4), we have uJrO =O, (du/&z)l,, =O. But u(,,=O- 
(du/dt)(,-,, = 0. Hence, (&/at) = (au/&t) = 0on r. n r,, meas(r, n r,) # 0 
~(i%~/d~,)=O, (d~/d.~,)=OonF’~ nr, *b,=b2=0 
=au=bo=au=bo=O, since ulrO =0 
a Vn P,(Q) = (0). 
Remark (5.2). In general, V=Hi(O; r,, r,) & V, defined in(5.10), 
since r. may not contain three noncollinear points a,, a2, a3 and hence, 
Proposition (5.1) does not hold even when Proposition (5.2) holds. 
COROLLARY (5.2). Suppose that r. = rl = r in (2.4) such that Vr 
Hi(Q; r, r) 3 Hi(Q) (2.8). Then, assumption (A4) holds. 
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6. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION OF (Po) 
THEOREM (6.1). Under assumptions (A2)-(A4), thebilinear form a( ., .) 
defined by(4.4) is V-elliptic; i.e., 3a, > 0 such that 
a(u, u)>cr, lIu(l$VuE V. (6.1) 
Proof By virtue of(A3) and Theorem (5.1) onnorm equivalence in V,
we have 
VU E V, a(o, V) = 1 aiik,u,iiv,kl dQ 2 cx,, 5 u,qU,ii dQ 
R R 
=cI,, Iv\:,, >cr, Ilull:,, with a, =cr,B, >O. 
Now, we can state he final result. 
THEOREM (6.2). Under assumptions (Al )(A4), the problem (Po) has a 
unique solution. 
Proof From Theorem (6.1), a( .,.) isV-elliptic. The ontinuity of a(.,.) 
follows from (Al )and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and (l(u)] < A4 Ilull y 
Vu E V, ,for some M3 0. Hence, the result follows from the Lax-Milgram 
lemma [3]. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In [2] a good number of examples of practical interest-bending 
problems ofclamped elastic anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates and 
biharmonic (Stokes’) problem of fluid mechanics-have be n considered to 
show that all the assumptions (Alk(A3) are satisfied by the coefficients 
aiikl, the explicit formulae for which are also given for each case in [a]. 
Hence, it remains toconsider examples ofdifferent boundary conditions 
(i)-(iv) n (3.41) toshow that he major assumption (A4), which the 
admissible space V of the corresponding Galerkin variational problem 
(Po) must satisfy for the existence anduniqueness of olution of (Po), 
holds. 
For this we should consider only different boundary value problems of
bending analysis of elastic anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates wi h 
variable/constant thickness, which can be retrieved from (3.1), (3.2) with 
proper choices ofcoefficients aiikrsatisfying (Alt(A3) as shown in [2]. 
Therefore, forthe proof of existence anduniqueness of olution in each 
case of a boundary value problem, itis sufficient to define the admissible 
space V explicitly and show that (A4) holds for this choice ofV, the results 
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being valid for anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic case  wi h variable/ 
constant thickness. 
EXAMPLE (7.1). For r, = rz = I’, r, = rJ = 4 in (3.41), which satisfy 
(3.7), the simply supported plate bending problem is obtained with YS 
H2(Q) nHA(G) (2.6), for which (A4) holds by virtue ofCorollary (5.1). 
EXAMPLE (7.2). For To = f, = r and Tz = J-j =4 in (3.41) satisfying 
(3.7), we get he clamped plate bending problem or Dirichlet problem [2] 
with Y= Hi(Q) for which (A4) follows from Corollary (5.2). 
EXAMPLE (7.3). For f, =r, 5 f, rz =r3 =r-r, with r0 urz =I-‘, 
r, n r2 = 4 in (3.41) and (3.7) we obtain the bending problem of a plate 
(partially) clumped on r,, and free along r, with c/z Hi(Q; r,) (2.7) for 
which (A4) follows from Proposition (5.2) (see Fig. 7.1). 
EXAMPLE (7.4). For r, 5 r, rl = 4, r2 = r, r3 = r- To in (3.41) with 
r, containing three noncollinear points and meas #O, (3.7) holds with 
T0 u r3 = r, r, n r3 = 4 (Fig. 7 2). Thus, we obtain the bending problem 
of a plate simply supported onr, and free along r, with V=H*(SZ)n 
HA( 52; I-,> (2.5) for which (A4) holds by virtue ofProposition (5.1), since 
L’, contains three noncollinear points. 
EXAMPLE (7.5). For r,=r, rrsf, r,=r-r,, r, =4 with I=, u
pz = r, I-, n I’, =4 in (3.41) and (3.7), we obtain the case of a plate 
clamped on I-r and simply supported onr2 (Fig. 7 3) with Vr Hg(L?; f,r,) 
(2.4), for which (A4) follows from Proposition (5.2). 
EXAMPLE (7.6). For To=(a,}~=,, N>3, fr =#, r2 =r? =r-- 
{ai}j’Ll with r, containing at least three noncollinear points a,, a,, a3, 
i?O ur3 = r in (3.41) and (3.7), we get he case of a plate supported atthe 
corner points (a;} YE r, N 3 3 with 
V=(U:UEH’(SZ),u(a,)=O, l<i<N}, N33, (7.1) 
for which (A4) holds by virtue ofProposition (5.1). 
FIG. 7.1. Clamped on r,,, a; free along f2, ---. 
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u(r,, = 0
hjr =O 
FIG. 7.2. Simply supported on f,, --; free along r,, ---. 
Remark (7.1). By virtue of Sobolev’s imbedding theorem [1, 33, 
If% CO(Q) =a ljlr E CO(f). 
EXAMPLE (7.7). For a symmetric simply supported plate problem (P) on 
a=[-1, l]x C-1, l] (see Example(7.1)), which is symmetric with 
respect to the .K,- and .x,-axes, we can define anauxiliary boundary value 
problem (P*) along with symmetry conditions on a quadrant, say‘ the first 
quadrant ST* =Q* u r* = [0, l] x [0, 11, as follows: 
(P*): Au=f in Q*=(O, 1)x(0,1): 
(i)ulr,: =O, (ii)&/dnI.r =O, (iii)M,Irg =O, (iv)K,I.; =O, (7.2) 
where 
T~=f~=((.u,,.~~):~~=lwith?c~~(O,l),l~i#j~2}, 
~~=f~={(~,,~~):~,=Owith.~~~(O,l),~~i#j~2}, 
r,*ui=:=r:ui-,*=I-*, r,*nr:=r:nr*=q5, 
(ii) and (iv) are symmetry conditions along [: = r:. 
Thus, all the conditions (3.7) hold with Ti replaced by r,* (i= 0, 1, 2, 3) 
and V=Hi(Q*; I-,*, r:) for which (A4) holds by virtue of 
Proposition (5.1 ). 
Remark (7.2). For other symmetric boundary value problems and also 
for other symmetric 0, we can consider auxiliary boundary value problems 
(P*) as in (7.2). 
FIG. 7.3. Clamped on I-,, -; simply supported on r,. -. 
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Remark (7.3). Such a strategy ofconstruction of auxiliary boundary 
value problems (P*) is applied in the finite element solution f(P) to 
reduce the volume of computations. 
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